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Technical
Update

Governments throughout the world have pumped trillions
of dollars into banking systems in an effort to offset the
financial crisis of 2008. They have also bailed out ailing
industries, initiated protectionist moves, and blatantly
promoted competitive devaluations in an effort to escape
deflationary economic forces. These unprecedented actions
are viewed as having saved the global financial system.
However, economic growth is lagging well behind progress
in financial markets.

Because economic growth has not fully responded to
massive liquidity injections, governments are looking at
additional stimulus measures. Some recent measures appear
excessive and are re-igniting speculative fever and rebuild-
ing bubbles. The following items point to bubble building:

· The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) said the group would not increase production
even though prices advanced above $80 per barrel
this week. They said there was no tightness in sup-
plies as a record 125 million barrels of crude and
products remain in f loating storage. In addition, the
US strategic oil reserve is now filled to capacity
and refiners are cutting back production as demand
for gasoline and diesel cannot support current crude
oil values. A spokesman for OPEC said: “Stock-
piles show the rally in prices is not based on supply
and demand. We support moves in the US to place
limits on positions of speculators.”

· Last year, excessive speculation in commodity
markets created historic distortions between cash
markets (real value) and futures. The Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) promised to
curb excessive speculation by initiating trading limits

on exchange traded funds (ETF’s), swaps, hedge
funds, and others promoting commodities as an
asset class. However, this week a top CFTC com-
missioner said: “Limits should be set well beyond
the vast majority of trader’s positions in order to
establish a system for enforcement without pushing
trading overseas.” In other words, it is more im-
portant to keep trading volume in the US than to
maintain orderly, economic markets for producers
and consumers.

· The Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), the
world’s largest commodity exchange, announced
this week they would accept gold as margin for
trading futures. This only adds fuel to the spec-
ulation fire. Ahedge fund can borrow money to buy
gold and use the physical gold as margin to leverage
another 20 times in futures contracts. Unstated is the
systemic risk involved for futures if gold prices
were to retreat. The bank would call the hedge fund
for margin on the gold loan. This in turn could force
liquidation of futures positions, creating margin
calls for other funds and speculators. The enormous
leverage made available through this scheme sets the
stage for another potential meltdown in the
financial arena.

· This week, China urged banks to be more alert to risk
from their mammoth loan expansion this year. The
country’s top banking regulator, Liu Mingkang, told
bankers they could manage their portfolios by
securitizing assets and rolling over loans. He said:

Continued on page 2 . . .
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Editor’s Note“If banks use these tools, the loans will not turn into
bad assets on their balance sheets.” Apparently,
Chinese regulators intend to follow failed US policies
of the past decade.

·Near zero interest rates in the US have led funds to
borrow dollars and invest them in nations with
higher interest rates such as South Korea, India, and
other Asian nations. This week, Bloomberg reported
this operation (carry trade) has produced annualized
returns of 36% since late February. Because the
inf lux of capital is pushing Asian currencies higher
against the dollar, nations depending on exports are
reacting by printing more of their currency and
buying dollars, adding to their reserves. The excess
money supply produced by this maneuver is moving
into their stock markets. South Korea has taken this
path to keep their products competitive in world
markets and their reserves grew 26% in the first
three quarters of this year. This is leading to asset
bubbles in many Asian countries.

Excessive liquidity is becoming a problem around the world.
Too much has moved into financial markets rather than the
nuts and bolts economy. It is becoming obvious markets are
undermining recovery rather than supporting it.

Commodity markets have begun responding to this financial
aberration. Supply and demand no longer determines price...
Liquidity flow is now the primary driver. At some point in
the future, this bubble will end disastrously, like those of
the past.

We have included the following Grain Insight Alert, released
Tuesday morning for subscribers of that service. We believe
it will be beneficial to Price Perceptions subscribers in
understanding recent extreme strength in commodity
markets...

· The focal point of commodity markets has been the
declining dollar in recent weeks. Once again, over-
night the dollar fell to a new thirteen month low.
Wall Street and investors are moving out of dollars
and buying anything promising to maintain wealth.

· It is important to keep in mind this migration out of
the dollar and into stocks and commodities is not
based on expectations of economic growth. Instead, it
is based on fear the government will continue
debasing the dollar in an effort to discourage
savings and stimulate spending. Many realize this
is not a prescription for growth, but an attempt to
return to the failed economic model of the past.

· Buying crude oil when world inventories are at record
levels is not an economic decision. Instead, it is a
wealth preservation decision. Buying wheat futures
when the world has a historic surplus is not a long
term solution, but appears to be a better alternative
than holding dollars. Buying stocks because profits
are increasing on cutbacks in spending and employ-
ment is also a non-economic decision.

·We are living in very unsettling times. The panic
selling of last year is being followed by panic
buying this year. The driving force behind this is
the desire to maintain wealth, not to grow and
prosper the economy. As these transitions in wealth
perceptions continue to oscillate, commodity markets
will remain somewhat unpredictable with seemingly
random ups and downs. This volatility offers both
risk and reward for commodity traders. It is important
to not overstay near term themes of deflation or in-
f lation. We believe technical indicators are the most
profitable tools to use in the current economic
environment.

– Bill Gary
10/20/09 9:37 am CST

“HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO REPRESENTATION
IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE
FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED
BYANYPARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICALPERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEYARE GENERALLY
PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE
ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS
WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN
GENERALOR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANYSPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLYACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION
OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.” COMMODITY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC. • 3030 NW EXPRESSWAY, #725 • OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112 • (405) 604-8726
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Soybean Complex

A three leg decline was completed in early October (arrows).
As indicated in the last issue, the extended recovery zone
ranged from 9.75 to 10.18. The market traded in the zone during
the past two weeks. This week, the market penetrated the upper
boundary of the zone, but could not close above it. The next
pullback zone ranges from 9.42 to 9.74. Stochastics gave a
sell signal from deep overbought territory on 10/23/09, con-
firming a pullback toward the zone indicated.

Stochastics

pullback
zoneMarch Soybeans

Electronic Session

©2009 CQG Inc.

Soybeans remain in a major downtrend. The market has moved
into the recovery zone illustrated in the 10/10/09 issue. The
MACD has been a good indicator of major moves since the
historic high of 2008. It remains in a negative mode. A MACD
buy signal would indicate a test of the major downtrend line.

recovery zone
achieved

Sell signal

recovery zone
achieved

Soybeans
Electronic Session

Weekly Continuation
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MACD

Buy signalSell signal

Meal appears to be forming a trading channel between 266.00
and 320.00. The market pulled back into the upper level of the
zone illustrated in the last issue from 283.00 to 294.00. The
MACD gave a buy signal on 10/8/09 and remains in a positive
mode. A sell signal would point to a deeper pullback, possibly
testing the lower trading range boundary.

MACD

pullback
zone

December Soybean Meal
Electronic Session • ©2009 CQG Inc.

Buy
signal

A bottom was completed in early October, proving an upside
objective of 39.01. The extended recovery objective of 38.05,
shown in the last issue, was achieved this week. The next
pullback zone ranges from 36.27 to 37.10. Stochastics gave
a sell signal on 10/23/09, confirming a pullback toward the
zone indicated.

Stochastics
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bottom objective

December
Soybean Oil
Electronic Session
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WheatCorn

Note: The chart has been reconfigured since the last issue. A
small bottom was completed in early October, providing an
upside objective of 3.90. That objective was attained this week.
The first leg (1) of the advance gained 37 cents. The second
leg (2) was extended and gained 61 cents. When the second
leg is larger, the third leg is normally equal to the first. There-
fore, objective for the third leg (3) is 4.06. That objective was
attained late this week. The pullback zone ranges from 3.50
to 3.74. A much larger bottom has also been completed. How-
ever, following completion of the three leg advance, a pullback
should occur before the larger bottom can be confirmed. The
MACD is deep in overbought territory, but remains in a positive
mode. The next sell signal should confirm a pullback toward the
zone indicated.

MACD

small bottom objective

3rd leg objective

pullback
zone

December Corn
Electronic Session
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The market appears to be forming a trading channel from 2.97
to 4.50. The extended recovery zone for the current recovery
ranges from 3.73 to 4.11. Aweekly close above 4.11 would point
to a test of the upper boundary line. Stochastics are approach-
ing overbought territory, but remain in a positive mode.
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A small bottom was completed in early October. The recovery
zone ranges from 5.22 to 5.81. The next pullback zone ranges
from 4.90 to 5.22. Stochastics gave a buy signal from deep
oversold territory on 9/18/09 and remain in a positive mode.

Stochastics

Note: The chart has been reconfigured since the last issue. A
small bottom was completed, providing an upside objective of
5.26. That objective was attained last week. The first leg (1) of
the advance gained 68 cents. An equal move for the second
leg (2) was 5.64 and that objective was attained this week. If
the second leg is extended, a Fibonacci objective of 5.85 is
possible. The primary recovery zone ranges from 5.48 to 6.16.
The next pullback zone ranges from 5.25 to 5.44. Stochastics
are deep in overbought territory and turning down. The next sell
signal should confirm a pullback toward the zone indicated.
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Livestock

In early October, the market broke out of a downtrend channel,
providing an objective of 87.45. That objective has been
achieved. This week, the market tested the upper end of the
primary recovery zone shown previously from 86.20 to 87.95.
If the recovery becomes extended, an objective of 88.90 is
possible. The next pullback zone ranges from 85.12 to 86.20.
Stochastics are deep in overbought territory, but remain in a
positive mode. The next sell signal should confirm a pull-
back toward the zone indicated.

Stochastics

A top was completed in August. The first major leg (a) of the
decline fell 7.10. The second leg (b) lost 8.90. This week, the
market recovered into the zone shown previously from 95.65 to
97.75. The next pullback zone ranges from 93.87 to 94.87. Sto-
chastics are deep in overbought territory and turning down. The
next sell signal should confirm a pullback toward the zone
indicated.

Stochastics
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The first major leg (1) gained 10.02. If the second major leg (2)
is equal, an objective of 57.42 will be indicated. This week’s
downside reversal could prove to end the second leg. The next
pullback zone ranges from 50.27 to 52.07. Stochastics gave
a sell signal on 10/20/09, confirming a pullback toward the
zone indicated.

Stochastics
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“HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT
LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO
REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS
LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE
SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE
ACTUALRESULTS SUBSEQUENTLYACHIEVED BYANYPARTICULAR
TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL
PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY
PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION,
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK,
AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY
ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL
TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR
TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF
TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO
ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE
NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN
GENERALOR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANYSPECIFIC TRADING
PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND
ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING
RESULTS.” COMMODITYINFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC. • 3030 NW
EXPRESSWAY, #725 • OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112 • (405) 604-8726
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Softs

CIS publication schedule . . .

10/31/09 Technical Update #1396B
11/07/09 Price Perceptions #1397
11/14/09 Technical Update #1397A
11/21/09 Price Perceptions #1398
11/28/09 Technical Update #1398A

The first leg (1) of the advance gained 1052 points. To date,
the second leg (2) has gained 1180 points. The Fibonacci
objective for the second leg is 3569. The next pullback zone
ranges from 2969 to 3138. The MACD is approaching over-
bought territory, but remains in a positive mode. The next sell
signal should confirm an end of the second leg.
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MACD

1

Fibonacci objective

A bottom was completed in May. The first leg (1) of the advance
gained 21.66. The second leg (2) was shorter, gaining 13.43.
When the second leg is shorter, the third leg is normally equal
to the first. Therefore, objective for the third leg (3) is 76.63.
Stochastics gave a renewed buy signal on 10/9/09 and remain
in a positive mode.

Stochastics

Cotton
Weekly Continuation

©2009 CQG Inc.

The market has traded in a well defined downtrend channel
since September. The first leg (a) of the decline lost 430 points.
The second leg (b) lost 425. If the third leg (c) is equal to either
of the previous, objectives will range from 20.38 to 20.43.
Stochastics are turning down. The next sell signal should
confirm the third leg is underway.

Stochastics
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©2009 CQG Inc.
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Metals

The market has advanced in a well defined uptrend channel.
The first leg (1) gained 6.20. The second leg (2) gained 4.53.
When the second leg is shorter, the third is normally equal to
the first. Therefore, objective for the third leg (3) is 18.68. A
small reversal occurred last week following a test of the upper
channel line, indicative of a pullback. The pullback zone ranges
from 14.65 to 16.00. Stochastics are deep in overbought
territory, but remain in a positive mode. The next sell signal
should confirm a pullback toward the zone indicated.

Stochastics

The first major leg (1) of the advance gained 323.90. If the
second major leg (2) is equal, an objective of 1188.90 will be
indicated. The most recent advance also contains three small
legs. The first leg (1) gained 66.30. The second leg (2) gained
93.20. If the third leg (3) is equal to either of the previous,
objectives will range from 1051.00 to 1078.00. The market is
now trading in that zone. The next pullback zone ranges from
968.00 to 1007.00. Stochastics are deep in overbought
territory, but remain in a positive mode. The next sell signal
should confirm a pullback toward the zone indicated.

Stochastics Overbought
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reversal

A small bottom was completed in early October, providing an
upside objective of 300.55. That objective was attained this
week. The first leg (1) of the advance gained 26.10. The second
leg (2) has gained 30.15 to date. The next pullback zone ranges
from 287.30 to 294.50. Stochastics are deep in overbought
territory, but remain in a positive mode. The next sell signal
should confirm a pullback toward the zone indicated.
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Other MarketsDollar Index

Since July, the market has traded within a well defined down-
trend channel. The recent downturn contains three legs. The
first leg (a) lost 169 points. The second leg (b) lost 146 points.
If the third leg (c) is equal to either of the previous, objectives
will range from 74.22 to 74.45. The recovery zone currently
ranges from 75.90 to 76.50. Stochastics are deep in oversold
territory. The buy signal on 10/23/09 should confirm a recovery
toward the zone indicated.

Stochastics

Dollar Index
©2009 CQG Inc.
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3rd leg objective zone

recovery
zone

A large bear wedge was completed in April, providing a down-
side objective of 73.80. The first leg down (a) lost 699 points.
The second leg (b) lost 854 points. If the third leg (c) is equal
to either of the previous, objectives will range from 72.93 to
74.48. A support zone is indicated from 71.00 to 74.30. The
MACD is deep in oversold territory, but remains in a negative
mode. The next buy signal should confirm a recovery effort.

MACD

Dollar Index
Weekly Continuation
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A bottom was completed in July. The first leg (1) gained 783
points. The second leg (2) gained 728 points. As shown in
previous publications, objectives for the third leg (3) ranged
from .9228 to .9283. Third leg objectives were attained this
week. The next pullback zone ranges from .8799 to .8984.
Stochastics showed divergence on this week’s high, indicating
a loss in bullish momentum. A renewed sell signal was given
on 10/20/09, confirming a pullback toward the zone indicated.

Stochastics
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Sell
signal

The first major leg (1) of the advance gained 14.66. Objective
for the second leg (2) was 80.21, as shown previously. That
point was attained this week. If the second leg is extended,
the first Fibonacci objective will be 82.47 and the second will
be 85.93. The next pullback zone ranges from 73.55 to 76.80.
Stochastics gave a sell signal from deep overbought territory
on 10/23/09, confirming a pullback effort.

Stochastics
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